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Life Coach/Marketer for E-courses/Coaching, Seminars and Live EventsAre you a passionate

life coach/educator with a flair for marketing? We're on the lookout for a dynamic individual to

step into the role of Marketing Specialist in a captivating contract opportunity! Dive into a

journey where your expertise in personal development meets the art of promotion. If you're

eager to channel your coaching skills into enhancing our brand presence, orchestrating

innovative campaigns, and collaborating seamlessly with our team, we're excited to connect

with you.Responsibilities:Nurture Connections:Foster and strengthen relationships within

our valued community and with partnered companyCampaign and Event Mastery:Devise, plan,

and execute online and offline marketing campaigns and events that resonate and leave

a lasting impact.Metrics-Driven Approach:Utilize your analytical skills to meticulously track,

analyze, and report on the effectiveness and success of your marketing

initiatives.Compelling Content Creation:Weave engaging marketing content across various

platforms to captivate and inspire our audience.Empowerment:Collaborate closely with the

team, providing them with impactful marketing content and campaigns that not only resonate

but also generate quality leads.Qualifications:Coachable Marketing Know-How:Showcase 1-

3 years of hands-on coaching/marketing experience, with a mindset open to learning and

growth.Educational Background:Full training is provided, so bring your coachable and trainable

spirit.Communication Mastery:Your exceptional writing and communication skills set you

apart as a marketing specialist/coach or educator.If you're ready to embark on a contract

opportunity that seamlessly merges your passion for personal development with your

marketing finesse, we invite you to apply and be a part of shaping a brighter future for
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yourself and others.Make your mark in an industry dedicated to empowering individuals to

reach their full potential. I'm eager to hear from you and explore this exciting journey together!

Apply Now
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